NE Regional Specialty, New York, New York held February 12, 2011.
Judge: Mr. Carl E. Gomes

Best of Breed

CH COPELLA'S RISING ATTRACTION.

Best of Winners

DENZEL LOOK AT ME NOW.

Best of Opposite Sex

CH SUNSHOO IMASTAR CHASER GLENIREN.

Select Dog

GCH FLASHPOINT'S CELEBRATION.

Select Bitch

JOSANDRE' BUTTONS N' BOWS.
Awards of Merit

**GCH ALFA'S FOREVR REBEL SPIRIT.**

**GCH WILDFIRE ON THE VERGE.**

**CH SHOSHANA'S RING LEADER.**

Winners Dog

**QUEEN BLESS JP ROYAL TIGER.**

Reserve Winners Dog

**WILDFIRE ON THE EDGE.**

Winners Bitch

**DENZEL LOOK AT ME NOW.**

Reserve Winners Bitch

**WILDFIRE ON THE RECORD.**
**Best Bred-By Exhibitor**

**DENZEL LOOK AT ME NOW.**

**Best Veteran**

**CH MACH3 STARSTRUCK MOONSTRUCK RN.**

**Best Puppy**

**WILDFIRE ON THE EDGE.**

**Best Junior Handler**

**Matthew Perry.**
CH NAMASTE MINIATURE PERFECTION.